
Evelyn Scott School Holiday Program: Winter 2022

Children are like flowers, and during SHP, the flowers combine to form a lovely garden. 

Please join us in making yet another lovely garden at Evelyn Scott July SHP.



Yarn Craft (04/07/2022)
“The yarn form the stitches, the knitting forges the friendships, 

the craft links the generations”. With this in mind, we have 

created a beautiful yarn craft activity where children can relax 

and feel calm while learning some yarn craft.

Project I Yarn Craft

Excursion - Ridgeline Park Playground (12/07/2022)
This excursion is targeted at allowing children to move around, 

interact with other children, practice new skills, learn new 

things, and work on their physical, social, emotional, and 

sensory development.

Leaving at 12:30pm, returning by 2:30pm

Multicultural Cuisine (05/07/2022)
This special Holiday Program day will feature four different 

cuisines for our children to sample! Join us in tasting the culture 

in every bite and learning about the places different foods 

come from!

Workshop I Cooking

Movie Excursion: My Sweet Monster (06/07/2022)
Movies can and do have a significant impact on shaping young 

lives in the realm of entertainment towards the ideals and 

objectives of normal adulthood. We have organized to go and 

watch My Sweet Monster (rated PG) Princess Barbara is secretly 

in love with Prince Edward. When the sneaky post clerk Weasel 

demands the king to marry him to Barbara, she flees.

Arrive by 9:30am | Bus leaves at 10:00am, returning by 1:00pm

Loose Parts and Risky Play  (07/07/2022) 
Facing risks in a supported environment facilitates children’s 

awareness of the world around them and their place in it . Over 

time children gain confidence and learn to identify and 

manage risks for themselves. 

Workshop I Woodwork

Incursion - Laser Tag (14/07/2022)
Laser Tag is a safe, non-contact activity. There are no real 

lasers. In fact, the beam itself is invisible and harmless. Just like 

a TV remote - but bigger! Children will engage in team work 

strategies, interpersonal communication and problem solving!

Please well comfortable and sporty clothes for this activity!

Incursion - Toon World (08/07/2022)
Toon world incursion is targeted on children to feel empowered, 

encouraged, educated and entertained through creative and 

interactive workshops. 

Workshop I Cartooning

STEM Experiences (15/07/2022)
“Children need the freedom to appreciate the infinite 

resources of their hands, their eyes and their ears, the resources 

of form, materials, sounds and colours.”  Let children 

experience first hand how it feels to build something and own it!

STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths!

Evelyn Scott OSHC 
0431 820 289

04/07/22 - 15/07/22
7:00am - 6:00pm
Preschool - Yr6

Children need to 
bring a water bottle, 
morning tea, lunch, 
warm cloths and a 

sunsafe hat

Please note that activities are
subject to change, based on the
latest COVID-19 health advice
from the ACT Government and
weather conditions.

Magical Harry Potter  (13/07/2022)
Magic, in any form, is amazing and exciting! We are bringing 

an exciting and magical Harry Potter experience that allows 

children to believe in magic and promotes a flexible and 

curious mindset, as well as a sense of wonder. 

Project I Snow Globe and Magic Wand

Children’s Choice Monday Fun-Day! (11/07/2022)
Today we will be led by the children’s ideas and interests and 

enjoy lots of unstructured play! Play is often talked about as if 

it were a relief from serious learning. But for children, play is 

serious learning. Play is the work of childhood, and each child 

has a unique imagination and experience of the world. 

Today is all about children’s choice, so come with your ideas!



Please note:

• Policies and procedures for transporting children are in place and available at 

the service or by request.

• Risk management plans for excursions and incursions are available at the 

program or by request.

• Helmets and bikes/scooters/skateboards, etc. are required to be in good condition 

and safe to ride before they can be used within the service.

• On excursion days please arrive at the program with at least 30 minutes before 

excursion departure times.

• Excursion Permission Forms should be signed prior to the excursion day (if possible).

• An afternoon tea snack will be provided by the service. Morning Tea and Lunch will 

need to be brought from home. Please avoid nuts, seafood and fish products if 

possible as our service may have children anaphylactic to these ingredients 

attending the service.

• Please ensure correct contact details are provided to the service or updated on 

enrolment forms
Children need to 

bring a water bottle, 

morning tea, and 

lunch.

Afternoon tea is 

provided
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